
 
 
 Last summer I‘d planned a trip around the Midwest, mostly by train.  Changes in my work schedule made me split up that trip 
into different segments, and the most ambitious of those ended up being cancelled because of problems I had with my car.  I completed 
much of those plans when I went to Springfield after Christmas last winter.  There were still a few elements of the original trip that I 
hadn‘t done, though.  This Easter would be my chance to finally complete what I‘d planned a year ago.  With a trip to Chicago and a 
side trip to Pontiac, Illinois, my exploration of the Great Midwest would finally be done. 
 

 
 
 Today was our annual morning 
of reflection at school.  This year‘s main 
Holy Thursday activity was watching a 
PowerPoint presentation from students 
who had made a mission trip to Haiti.  We 
also visited residents at a nursing home, 
where we played a strange bingo-like 
game where instead of numbers, they 
matched playing cards. 
 
 There are two main nursing 
homes in Algona, the expensive one and 
the not so nice one.  Today the group I 
was supervising was assigned to the 
latter.  I could tell this in many ways, 
including that game we played.   The resi- 

 
Mural on the back of a brick building – Pontiac, Illinois 

dents who won received snack foods, which they also do at the nicer home across town.  At the other home, though, they keep playing 
round after round until essentially everyone wins, while here just a handful of people received the snacks.  What‘s more the food they 
received (mostly candy bars and vending bags of chips) was all expired, in one case at least a year past the ―use by‖ date.  They were 
probably perfectly edible (if not necessarily fresh), but I certainly wondered about their serving them.  My Aunt Alaire recently spent 
some time in a nursing home down in Iowa City.  I have no idea how nice it may have been, but visiting this one made me ponder what 
life is like for so many of the elderly that we often shut away and forget.  I don‘t know what the kids might have gotten out of the visit 
(they are kids, after all), but at least their chaperon got something out of it. 
 
 We also saw a movie at the local cineplex as part of the religious retreat.  The kids had a choice of seeing the recent releases 
Heaven is For Real and God’s Not Dead.  Knowing little about either one ahead of time, I ended up at the latter.  On hearing the 
reactions of the kids, I think I‘m glad of that.  Heaven is for Real is apparently the story of a toddler who had a near death experience.  
The female teachers who saw it seemed to like it (and I think it is geared mostly to middle aged women of faith), but the kids found it 
overly sappy and not very believable. 
 
 God’s Not Dead will never win awards for its writing or production values, but as Christian-oriented movies go, it wasn‘t too 
bad.  The plot centers around a college freshman who enrolls in a philosophy class with an atheist professor who insists that his 
students acknowledge that God is dead.  The kid, who is ―Christian‖ (not further specified) is forced into a battle of conscience.  
Essentially the professor challenges the boy to prove the existence of God, and—predictably—he does.  Supposedly this is based on 
numerous court cases filed by Christians who felt they were bullied by their professors at a wide range of universities (the list rolled 
during the end credits), though it‘s hard to believe any real instructor would be quite so vile toward his students.  My bet is that in the 
real world the ―believers‖ over-reacted when they were challenged with ideas that made them uncomfortable (which is, of course, 
something that should happen at college).  Rather than using the new ideas to grow in their faith (which is more or less what the kid in 
the film did), they filed lawsuits against those with whom they should have agreed to disagree. 
 
 There are several sub-plots in the film, and of course in the end everyone (including the wicked professor) comes to know 
Jesus.  The main beef I have with the movie is that, like most conservative Christians, they seem to think ―being saved‖ is all there is to 
Christianity.  They imply it‘s more important to know Jesus than to live a Christian life.  If I get a chance to preach at my church again 
(and there‘s a good chance I will sometime this summer), I may just use that as a springboard for my message. 
 
 School dismissed early for the holiday weekend.  Once it did several of my quiz bowl students participated in a new event 
called Think Fast.  It‘s an online ―virtual tournament‖ sponsored by Iowa State University where they could compete against other 



schools without having to travel.  They ended up doing quite well, finishing third among all the teams entered.  The only schools that 
beat us were Ames High and Linn-Mar, two of the biggest schools in Iowa.  Linn-Mar (suburban Cedar Rapids) is literally ten times the 
size of Garrigan, so it‘s saying something that we could hold our own against them. 
 
 The Think Fast event went pretty quickly, and I ended up leaving school before 2:45.  I headed east on highway 18 and 
continued on Avenue of the Saints.  On the way I passed one emergency vehicle after another.  The weather was beautiful, and it 
seemed a bit odd that there were so many ambulances and rescue squads running ―code red‖.  All the emergency vehicles stood out 
because last weekend a longtime member of my church had been killed in a motorcycle accident.  It was particularly sad that his wife (a 
nurse) and his high school age son (an EMT) were the first responders at the scene.  I couldn‘t help but think  of the Rochleau family as 
all the emergency vehicles passed this afternoon. 
 
 Aside from the lights and sirens, I had an uneventful drive, and I got to Waterloo right at 5pm.  My destination was the Quality 
Inn in downtown Waterloo.  The hotel long pre-dates its Quality Inn moniker, but I have no clue what it might have been in an earlier 
incarnation.  It‘s one of two places to stay in the vicinity of the Sullivan Brothers Convention Center, though neither it nor the nearby 
Ramada is what anyone would think of as a convention hotel.  Both are nearly crumbling hotels that long ago saw their better days and 
are badly in need of major renovations.  I‘d stayed at this Quality Inn years ago (I think right after it switched to the Choice Hotels 
umbrella), and it certainly hasn‘t changed.  While its rooms are cavernous, they feature upholstery, dented woodwork, and grimy 
carpets that reek of smoke.  The view out my window was of a vacant building, a bar, and the viaduct that carries Avenue of the Saints.  
No one will ever mistake the place for a ―nice‖ hotel.  The sheets are clean and the beds are comfortable, though, and I certainly 
couldn‘t argue with the price.  Even with taxes, I was paying less than fifty bucks a night.  The Motel 6 by Crossroads Mall in Waterloo 
charges $57, and pretty much everywhere else is close to $100 (for no good reason—it‘s not like Waterloo is a major tourist draw), so I 
was perfectly willing to stay at the Quality Inn downtown. 
 
 I‘m not sure downtown Waterloo was ever a nice area, and it certainly hasn‘t been nice in any era I can remember.  When I 
was a small child, we‘d often visit my Aunt Alice who lived in a cheap apartment here.  Even in the early ‗70s downtown Water loo was 
dying.  While other cities still had department stores and pharmacies downtown, there was basically nowhere to shop in downtown 
Waterloo.  By the time I was in college, downtown Waterloo was primarily known for its strip clubs and the ladies of the evening who 
wandered the streets nearby.  There were also vague rumors that it was where drug dealers went to meet their connections from 
Chicago.  I did some volunteer work for Wesley Foundation at a homeless shelter in downtown Waterloo, and I also remember going to 
the St. Vincent de Paul thrift shop there to furnish the apartment I had my last year at college.  Waterloo in general had a bad reputation 
when I was in college, and downtown was the worst of the worst. 
 
 I thought it would be interesting to see what downtown Waterloo was like these days, so I decided to walk around the area.   
My ultimate destination was a Burger King that‘s connected to a gas station at the intersection of highways 218 and 63.  The area I 
passed through seemed quite a bit more pleasant than it was in the early ‗80s, though there‘s still not much going on downtown.  
They‘ve bulldozed the majority of the empty buildings.  Some have been replaced with urban renewal projects (the convention center, 
the U.S. Wrestling Hall of Fame, an indoor farmers‘ market, and the Cedar Valley Sports-Plex in particular).  Other areas have either 
been turned into parking lots (and it is lots, not ramps in Waterloo) or just left vacant.  What hasn‘t been bulldozed mostly houses 
marginal businesses.  There‘s still a lot of adult entertainment (though notably less than there was when I was in college), and there 
don‘t appear to be any ―real‖ stores at all.  I was the only person walking, and I don‘t know that I‘d care to be out after dark in this area.  
I‘ve been to far worse places, though, and it was kind of fun to see just what had and hadn‘t changed. 
 
 I shouldn‘t have been, but I was a bit surprised at just how expensive dinner at Burger King was.  I don‘t eat fast food all that 
often, and it‘s been quite a while since I‘ve had a full meal at a Burger King.  I had the Whopper Jr. value meal, in the smallest of three 
possible sizes.  That came to $5.09, plus tax.  I remember paying $3.49 for the same meal, not all that long ago.  They keep telling us 
inflation is at an all-time low, but food prices of all sorts have been skyrocketing lately. 
 
 I‘d be taking an Amtrak train tomorrow, so when I got back to the hotel I checked its status online.  I‘d taken a gamble and 
booked a long-distance train (the Southwest Chief) rather than one of the short-distance trains that runs across Illinois.  The timing was 
better, but only if it was on time.  So far it was, and there was reason to believe that would continue.  The Chief had made it from Los 
Angeles to Trinidad, Colorado on schedule, and if it managed to cross the mountains without a hitch it would likely stay on time through 
Kansas and Missouri. 
 
 I said a little prayer of thanks that it was the Southwest Chief I was taking rather than the Empire Builder, which Margaret and 
a friend of hers had taken to Chicago a little over a week ago.  The Empire Builder runs through the ―fracking‖ country in North Dakota 
and Montana, and in recent months it‘s been chronically delayed by freight trains hauling oil.  Margaret‘s train arrived more than six 
hours late, enough of a delay that she chose to take a cab rather than the ‗L‘ to get to her hotel.  Today‘s Builder was even later.  It had 
just passed LaCrosse, Wisconsin at 6pm, seven hours after it was supposed to leave.  At that rate it would be after midnight when it 
made it into Chicago. 
 

 
 
 While there wasn‘t really any rush today, I was still up around 6:00, the same time I get up pretty much every school day.  The 
shower at the Quality Inn was barely a trickle, and the breakfast was meager—pretty much what I expected on both counts.  There was 
nothing to hold me in downtown Waterloo, so I checked out and was on my way south before 7am. 
 



 I followed I-380 down to Cedar Rapids.  Traffic was light until right about the Linn County line, and it was extremely heavy after 
that.  Cedar Rapids has a definite rush hour, and obviously Good Friday was not a holiday for the employers here. 
 
 I stopped for breakfast at a place I‘d read about in Cedar Rapids called the Breakfast House.  This was part of my original 
plans last summer that I cancelled when I had car troubles.  My car was doing fine so far—knock on wood—and I had plenty of time to 
stop this morning. 
 
 The Breakfast House 
scores 4½ stars on review 
websites like Yelp and 
TripAdvisor, making it one of 
the highest-rated restaurants in 
Cedar Rapids.  While it‘s not a 
bad little diner, it‘s certainly not 
haute cuisine.  It‘s located in a 
strip mall along old highway 
218 near Wilson Avenue.  It 
shares a parking lot with a 
liquor store and a laundromat.  
The place has all the ambiance 
of a Waffle House, and the food 
is pretty similar to the southern 
chain as well.  I had a ham and 
cheese omelette (a 
combination of cheddar and 
Swiss cheese made it unique), 
with cheese-covered hash 
browns and rye toast.  The food 
was good, though their coffee 
left a lot to be desired.  I don‘t 
know that I‘d go out of my way 
to stop there again, but it wasn‘t 
a bad place to eat. 
 
 After breakfast I went 
over to a Road Ranger gas sta- 
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tion that appeared to be in the location where an adult book store stood when I was a kid.  While I never went inside the place, Danish 
Book World was always a big landmark when we‘d make the long trips up to my grandparents‘ home.  You can imagine the fascinat ion 
a young boy would have with a place like that.  I wonder if kids today are as fascinated with such things, given how much more adult 
stuff is freely available all over the place. 
 
 Buying gas ended up being quite an ordeal.  Road Ranger required either pre-payment or swiping a credit card at the pump.  I 
swiped my Visa card.  Unfortunately the pump then asked me to enter my ZIP code.  That was fine, except that the ―5‖ on their keypad 
didn‘t work.  It‘s impossible to enter my ZIP code (or any other code in Iowa, for that matter) without using a ―5‖.  I had to go inside, 
where the attendant needed to pre-authorize the card for a set amount of money.  He gave me a receipt for that amount, and then when 
I pumped less than that amount, he ripped up the first one and gave me a second receipt for the lesser amount.  I never really trust that, 
though I‘ve never actually been double-charged for gas either. 
 
 I made my way past a ‗60s fire station (the other landmark I remember from the Wilson Avenue exit when I was a kid) and 
turned south onto I-380.  Traffic between Cedar Rapids and Iowa City is almost always a madhouse, and today was no exception.  It‘s 
less than twenty miles, but my nerves were shot by the time I got down to Exit 0. 
 
 I-80, on the other hand, was a much more pleasant drive.  They‘ve finally finished six-laning the interstate all through the Iowa 
City area, something that needed to be done decades ago.  There‘s a lot of traffic, but with the extra lane everything moves right along.  
East of Iowa City the road went back to four lanes, but traffic let up as well.  There were a lot of trucks (and again surprisingly many 
emergency vehicles), but nothing that demanded my constant attention. 
 
 I followed I-280 around the Quad Cities.  The trucks all stayed on 80, and it seemed like there was no traffic at all on the south 
side of Davenport or in Rock Island and Moline.  Just past Moline I found out why the trucks hadn‘t taken this route.  This was the first 
time ever I‘d seen the weigh station by Moline open.  There were only a couple of trucks in there, though, since the vast majority of the 
commercial traffic had taken the other route. 
 
 East of the Quad Cities, the interstate splits to take two separate routes to Chicago:  I-88 and I-80.  With two parallel 
interstates, neither route is all that busy.  I continued east on I-80 and had a very pleasant drive. 
 
 I stopped around mile 50 at a rest area near the town of Princeton.  I happened to park next to a pay phone that bore the logo 
of Frontier Telephone.  You don‘t see a lot of pay phones these days, and this one stood out even more because of the brand.  My 
former student Brad Nelson is now playing baseball in Rochester, New York.  The park where he plays is called Frontier Field—not 
because  there‘s  anything remotely  frontier-like about upstate  New York,  but  because this telephone  company bought the naming 
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rights.  Brad had just flown back to Rochester after spending a couple of days in Iowa City, where 
his wife Jill had given birth to their first child.  I‘m hoping I can get out to see him later this summer, 
but it will be a more complicated trip than when he was playing in Des Moines a year ago. 

 
Interstate 380 near Hennepin, Illinois 

 

 I got to Princeton early, so I did a bit of a joy-ride, again something I‘d hoped to do last 
summer.  I took the next exit east of Princeton, which led to Interstate 180.  Supposedly I-180 is 
the least travelled interstate in the U.S.A.  I‘m not sure that‘s actually true (I‘ve been on stretches in 
North Dakota and Montana that seemed lonelier), but I will say that in driving the entire 13-mile 
length, I neither passed nor was passed by any other traffic.  I-180 leads from east of Princeton to 

north of Hennepin, a town of 750 that doesn‘t even have a gas station.  It could be extended to provide a four-lane route from Chicago 
to Peoria, but there are more direct ways they could make that connection.  The real reason the interstate was built was to serve a steel 
mill near Hennepin that was obviously owned by someone with political connections.  While the surface is nothing special, it has all the 
engineering you‘d expect of an interstate highway.  The route follows the Hennepin Canal and the Illinois River, and it‘s a very pretty 
drive through wooded hills.  I‘d read that they periodically close the road to use as a film site, and since the surrounding area doesn‘t 
really look like any particular part of the country, it could double for almost anywhere.  There was no real purpose to my jaunt down I-
180, but I‘m glad I made the trip. 
 
 I took old highway 6 back to Princeton, where I bought gas at a Casey‘s station for $3.69

9
.  It surprised me a bit to have the 

pump ask if I wanted to use my Hy-Vee fuel saver card.  While Hy-Vee has expanded into Illinois (they‘re at the edge of the Chicago 
area now), I don‘t think there is one particularly close to Princeton.  The whole Casey‘s chain participates in Hy-Vee‘s promotion, 
though. 
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 Princeton is kind of a strange 
town.  There‘s essentially two separate 
business districts in the place.  Whenever 
I‘ve been here before, I‘ve come from the 
north (I-80) and only gone as far south as 
the train station.  Near there is an aging 
area that I assumed was downtown.  The 
buildings look like they once held major 
businesses, though now they mostly 
house antique shops and Mexican 
groceries. 
 
 Strangely, there‘s a second 
downtown in Princeton about a mile south 
of the area I‘d been in before.  This is 
newer, with multi-story buildings from the 
mid 20

th
 Century and single-floor buildings 

that appeared brand new.  This appears 
to be the ―real‖ downtown for Princeton 
today.  I saw a supermarket, a pharmacy, 
and clothing and hardware stores, all of 
which seemed to be doing decent 
business.  The town also has a third 
business district,  just south of I-80.  It‘s all  

modern strip business, with Wal-Mart at the center of it all. 
 
 I got to the Princeton Amtrak station about an hour and a half before my train was scheduled to depart.  It was beautiful 
weather (50s and clear), so I did much of my wait in Bicentennial Park across from the station.  The City of Princeton provides free 
wireless internet in public areas all over the city, so I sat at a picnic table in a shelter and connected my computer.  Without a power 



hook-up the contrast on my computer screen was annoying, but I managed to make it work.  I sent a couple of e-mails, made a few 
notes for this travelogue, and checked the status of my train.  The Southwest Chief had apparently made it through Missouri OK and 
was expected to be get to Princeton on time. 
 
 Eventually I wandered into the station, where I read out of my Kindle for a while.  I made my way to the restroom, and while I 
was there, I got a text message on my cell phone.  The message was from Amtrak, informing me that there was now a delay on the 
Southwest Chief, and it was expected into Princeton 41 minutes late.  After using the facilities I called ―Julie‖, the electronic customer 
service agent at Amtrak‘s toll-free number.  She said the train would now be 51 minutes late.  I asked for a status update and found out 
the train had only just left Ft. Madison; something had happened in northeast Missouri to make it nearly an hour behind schedule. 
 
 By the time the Southwest Chief got to Galesburg, it was roughly an hour behind schedule.  There was vague talk in the office 
at the station (where employees of the BNSF Railroad, but technically not Amtrak, work) that there was some sort of engine trouble, 
and they assumed it would be even later when it got to Princeton. 
 
 While I was pondering this another Amtrak train, the California Zephyr, arrived on the platform at Princeton.  The eastbound 
Zephyr is routinely about two hours late (though rarely much later), and that‘s exactly what it was today.  The Zephyr stops to discharge 
passengers at Princeton, but it doesn‘t take on eastbound passengers.  After it had been on the platform a couple of minutes,  though, 
one of the station attendants shouted that passengers ticketed for train #4 could board train #6 if they wanted.  It didn‘t take a lot of 
intelligence to figure out that the Zephyr would get to Chicago before the Chief; in fact, it would likely get in at roughly the time the Chief 
was originally scheduled to arrive.  While normally transfers aren‘t allowed between reserved Amtrak trains, the conductor scanned our 
tickets and told us to just find any seats that were available. 
 
 My original ticket had been for a lower level coach seat on the Southwest Chief, so while the other Princeton passengers 
made their way upstairs, I just opened the door and peeked around to see if there were available seats downstairs.  The rear-most pair 
of seats on the left-hand side was vacant, so I headed there.  Someone had left a cap (black with yellow and red flames on it) on one of 
those seats, but I could tell that it was available since it didn‘t have a destination tag above it.  I placed the ―CHI‖ tag the conductor had 
given me above the seat and sat down.  I knew I‘d likely have the pair to myself for the duration, because the only intermediate stop 
was Naperville, and since Metra commuter trains serve that stop it was almost certain no one would board an Amtrak train there. 
 
 The ride into Chicago was uneventful.  The most noteworthy thing was an announcement that was made over the P.A. shortly 
after I boarded.  ―This is just a friendly reminder,‖ the car attendant said, ―that you must use headphones when listening to  music or 
using electronic devices, and you must refrain from using language that is inappropriate in a family atmosphere.‖  Then he added in a 
louder and more direct voice, ―We have had complaints.‖  That certainly made me wonder what someone might have said. 
 
 We got to Chicago around 3:45pm.  Oddly, when I checked online later I found that the Southwest Chief had made up a lot of 
time east of Galesburg.  They got in only twenty minutes later than the Zephyr did.  I‘m not sure what may have been wrong, but 
apparently it got fixed. 
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 I didn‘t even enter the 
main part of the station; I just 
walked down the hallway that 
accesses the platforms and 
exited at the door to the parking 
ramp.  I made my way south to 
the Clinton Street subway station 
and quickly caught an inbound 
blue line train.  I rode just one 
stop east and got out at LaSalle, 
a station I‘ve only used once or 
twice before.  I made my way 
upstairs and then walked just two 
blocks east to my destination. 
 
 My home for the next 
three nights would be the Hotel 
Blake, which is located in 19

th
 

Century office buildings on the 
west side of Dearborn Street just 
south of the Loop.  The buildings 
that house it are the Duplicator 
Building (former home of A.B. 
Dick) and the Morton (named 
after a turn-of-the-century Vice 
President of the United States 
and  not associated  with the  salt  

company).  Both buildings are on the National Register of Historic Places, and they both feature gorgeous carved stone facades with 
terra cotta highlights.  They really are lovely old structures. 
 
 In 1986 the two buildings were combined (awkwardly, since the floor levels are nowhere near the same in the two), gutted, and 
converted into a boutique hotel.  At first it was an independent hotel called the Morton, but later it re-branded as the Hyatt Regency 



Chicago.  It then switched to the Wyndham chain and took the name Blake.  Just last year it traded franchises again, this time to Choice 
Hotels‘ Ascend Collection.  Going from Hyatt to Wyndham to Choice is definitely taking a couple steps down in the hospitality world, but 
the Blake remains a very nice hotel.  Both the public areas and the rooms are beautiful appointed and immaculate, and the restoration 
was done in a way that makes the place feel both historic and modern—which is really kind of cool. 
 
 I checked in quickly and made my way up to a lovely brass and hardwood elevator.  I made my way up to the third flood and 
exited to a sea of crimson carpet.  The third floor is actually on two different levels.  The elevator is in the Duplicator Building, where the 
third floor is about four feet lower than in the Morton Building.  My room (302) was in the Morton Building, so to get there I had to walk 
up a short flight of stairs that were right in the middle of the hallway. 
 
 By the standards of an urban hotel, my room was enormous.  The floor space was similar to what you‘d find on any suburban 
strip, which made it very spacious for a downtown property.  Being in an old building, the ceilings were extremely high, adding to the 
feeling of space.  There was a king-size bed, two end tables, two large wing back chairs with a table between them, a desk with an 
office chair, and a large chest of drawers with a flat screen TV on top.  At the foot of the bed was a very formal divan (I‘m not sure I‘ve 
ever actually used that word before) that I mostly used while dressing.  Even with all that furniture there was plenty of space to move 
around in the room. 
 
 The bathroom was equally large.  I had two separate sinks in a marble counter, plus the stool and an enormous shower that 
sprayed water from a head more than eight feet off the floor all over a huge glassed-in box.  There was also a large closet and a fairly 
large entry area.  The room faced onto Dearborn Street, with an enormous bay window that provided views in many directions.  The 
décor was understated and rather masculine—red, gold, and gray upholstery and dark hardwood.  It was one of the nicest hotel rooms 
I‘ve ever stayed in, and I had fun just walking around and using all the elegant furniture. 
 
 I‘d lucked out in booking the Blake.  At the time I made my reservation they had a AAA rate of $89 a night.  (That‘s over $100 
with taxes, but it‘s still a good deal.)  I checked shortly before leaving on this trip, and had I waited to book, the same room would have 
gone for $139.  The rate appears to go up as the temperature rises, too; in August they want over $200 a night.  Like all ―nice‖ hotels, 
they offer numerous other opportunities to spend money.  For instance, they had two bottles of water strategically placed on one of the 
end tables.  Had I cared to have a sip, they‘d have charged me $4 per bottle.  The pods of Wolfgang Puck coffee were free, bu t there 
was no complementary breakfast buffet.  Had I chosen to eat in their restaurant (Café Meli), even continental breakfast would set me 
back fifteen bucks.  There are also lots of staff members (bellmen, concierge, etc.) who I could have tipped for various services.  I 
chose not to use those services, and even paying the minimum rate, I felt I had a first class stay.  If I ever find the same rate there 
again, I‘ll book it in a second. 
 
 I got settled and quickly changed into nicer clothes.  Then about 4:30 I set out once again.  Just west of the hotel is LaSalle 
Street Station.  Housed in the Chicago Stock Exchange Building, Metra commuter trains run southwest from there all the way to Joliet.  
I made my way upstairs and tried to buy a ticket from a machine.  Unfortunately their vending machines would only take credit cards 
(not cash or coins), and I‘d purposely left my plastic money in the hotel room.  Fortunately they also had a clerk selling tickets at a 
window, so I went up to him.  The guy seemed surprised when I paid cash for my ticket (apparently he mostly processes credit cards as 
well), but he was perfectly willing to take my money. 
 
 While the Metra Rock Island line runs more than forty miles outside the Loop, I was going only a small fraction of that distance.  
My destination was the neighborhood of Beverly Hills in the southwest corner of the city of Chicago, about a fifteen-minute ride from 
LaSalle Street Station.  While several city buses serve the area, the Metra trains are much quicker.  Since it was now evening rush 

hour, outbound trains were leaving frequently, so Metra was definitely the best option. 
 
 I exited at 95

th
 Street, which is the main business strip for Beverly Hills.  Despite the name, Beverly Hills is—like all of 

Chicago—quite flat.  It developed as a suburb around the turn of the last century (at roughly the same time as the better-known 
California town), when it was the home of people like Charles Walgreen, the drugstore magnate.  The area originally featured large 
Victorian homes on spacious lots, but it soon filled in with ―Sears homes‖ (simple two-story wood-frame homes built to standard plans 
from materials supplied by the dry goods empire) and became a working-class Irish neighborhood.  Today Beverly Hills is not the best 
area in Chicago, but it‘s far from the worst.  It‘s lower middle class, with about equal parts of black and white.  As in most of the city, 
there‘s a substantial Hispanic minority as well (enough that they stock Hoy in all the corner news boxes).  It still a place people move up 

to, and those who live here consider it a suburban neighborhood that just happens to be located inside the city limits. 
 

People who harbor stereotypes of black people would do well to come to a place like Beverly Hills.  In the media we tend to 
see two images of black America:  people who live in the inner city and have been on welfare for generations and professionals who 
have ―made it‖ like the Obamas.  What we don‘t see are hard-working middle class black people, but that‘s a large part of who lives in 
Beverly Hills. 

 
 I walked west about a mile to Western Avenue, which on the south side forms the border of Chicago.  Both south and west of 
here lies the suburb of Evergreen Park.  I turned north and followed the Chicago side of Western north to 92

nd
 Street.  My destination 

was a south side institution:  the Original Rainbow Cone.  They‘ve been dishing out ice cream here since 1926, but it‘s not just any ice 
cream.  A rainbow cone features slices (not scoops) of ice cream that form colorful stripes.  There‘s chocolate on the bottom, topped by 
strawberry, Palmer House (vanilla with cherries and walnuts—it‘s named after the historic Palmer House Hotel), pistachio, and orange 



 
Original Rainbow Cone at 92

nd
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sherbet.  While they could use a 
lesson in the colors of the spectrum, 
Rainbow Cone does serve up a 
colorful treat.  I can‘t say the flavors 
really go all that well together, but 
they‘re not bad.  I‘d actually had a 
rainbow cone once before, when I 
was at the Taste of Chicago food 
fair downtown.  I‘ve always wanted 
to visit the garish pink building 
where they make the stuff, though, 
and the trip here today was fun. 
 
 I ordered a small rainbow 
cone ($3.19).  (They also sell large 
cones for $4.69, but small is easily 
enough for a treat.)  They have an 
army of workers (almost all Hispanic 
teenagers) who carve up the ice 
cream and almost instantly 
assemble the striped cone.  The ice 
cream is served in commercial cake 
cones, though the ones they use 
here have pointed tips rather than 
flat bottoms.  The serving is 
generous, and since there‘s 
nowhere to eat other than outside, 
they place the cones in flimsy 
plastic holders that are supposed  to 

 

 
Website view of a rainbow cone with its drip holder 

catch the drips.  The holders, which are apparently a 
tradition since at least the ‗60s, look rather like little white 
witches‘ caps.  I kept mine as a fun little souvenir of the 
place. 
 
 I stood in the parking lot outside the Original 
Rainbow Cone and licked my treat.  It was actually a bit on 
the chilly side for ice cream, but I savored my cone 
nonetheless.  I found it better to devour each flavor 
separately, since the mixtures (particularly orange and 
pistachio at the top and chocolate and strawberry at the 
bottom) didn‘t seem to go together all that well.  I won‘t 
pretend it was the best ice cream I‘ve ever had, but it was 
quite good.  It was also fun just walking through the 
neighborhood to find the place. 
 
 Once I‘d finished the ice cream cone, I waited at 
the corner for a bus.  While I‘d taken a Metra train down to 
Beverly Hills, at evening rush hour almost all the trains are 
outbound; it would be a long wait if I wanted to catch a 
northbound train. 
 
 My luck with the bus was actually very good.  Bus 
48 only runs every twenty minutes, but I‘d only waited about 
five minutes when one showed up.  I had a bit of trouble 
getting my Ventra card to register.  The futuristic farecards 
theoretically work with radio signals and should register 
without even touching; in practice, though, they‘re extremely 
touchy.  Eventually I did get mine to work, and I was pleased 
that it registered as a free transfer, since apparently I was 
still within the time window of when I‘d first used the car in 
the subway. 
 
 The bus I boarded had a problem with the window 
next to where I was seated.  Someone had apparently 
played with the device that is supposed to allow escape in 
an emergency, which left the window hinged only at the top 
so that it flopped outward whenever the bus moved.  I spent 

the whole trip clutching the bottom of the window to keep it from flying out and bashing traffic we passed in the outside lane. 
 



 Buses are just about the slowest way to get around a city, and this was certainly no exception.  I told my brother Steve that this 
bus ride made me feel like I was being prepped for surgery.  That‘s because the electronic voice that announced the stops kept 
counting down street numbers:  91, 90, 89, 88, etc.—much as an anesthesiologist might ask a patient to count downward from 100.   
The buses in Chicago actually stop every two blocks, but on the south side they still list off every number, because between 89

th
 and 

88
th

 Streets there‘s an 88
th

 Place, so what seems like it should be one block is actually two.  People got on and off all along the route, 
and we crawled northward at a rate that seemed not much faster than walking. 
 

The area on the far southwest side looks remarkably similar to the area out by O‘Hare, a neighborhood I‘m much more familiar 
with.  Both are in Chicago‘s ―bungalow belt‖ and feature single family tan brick homes from the ‗50s and ‗60s jammed onto impossibly 
small lots.  The main difference is that the northwest side is primarily white, while the southwest side is primarily black.  (Both areas 
actually have a good ethnic mix.)  These have always been blue-collar neighborhoods, and they remain that way today. 

 
 We followed Western Avenue for a while and then Damen Avenue.  Eventually Damen was detoured for construction and we 
made our way back to Western.  Around 50

th
 Street we jogged back to Damen, and then about 47

th
 we bounced right back to Western, 

where we finally pulled into an ‗L‘ station on the orange line. 
 
 I pressed my Ventra card on the turnstile (where it deducted a full fare—it was now more than 2½ hours since I‘d originally 
boarded) and made my way upstairs.  Before long an inbound train arrived, and I rode north for stops to Roosevelt.  I transferred there 
to the red line and continued north five more stops to Grand. 
 
 I‘d had dessert, and now it was time to have dinner.  Just north of the Grand subway station is one of several locations of a 
local chain called M-Burger.  The last time I was in Chicago with quiz bowl, the kids had gone on and on about the virtues of this burger 
purveyor, so I figured I‘d check out what they had to offer.   (For my Catholic friends—yes, I did have beef on Good Friday; I had ham 
for breakfast too.  I go out of my way to observe the Catholic customs when I‘m with students, but on my own I‘ll follow the conventions 
of my own denomination.) 
 
 I ordered their namesake burger ($4.29) and a chocolate malt ($3.89).  Both were good, though I don‘t know that I‘d be rushing 
back for more.  An M-burger the same bacon cheeseburger you could get any place that‘s one step above McDonalds.  It was good, 
but I‘ve had the same thing for less money elsewhere.  The malt was straight out of a machine (basically a standard fast food shake, 
with malt powder thrown in) and really didn‘t seem worth its price tag at all.  The meal was certainly better than the dinner I‘d had at 
Burger King last night, but it should have been for almost double the price. 
 
 I ate my burger as I walked north on State Street to the Chicago subway station, which is just outside Holy Name Cathedral.  I 
made my way down to the platform and nursed my shake while I waited for a train.  I actually waited quite a while.  The red line has by 
far the most frequent train service in the network.  There had apparently been some problem, though, because three southbound trains 
passed before a northbound train finally came. 
 

I settled in for another fairly long ride..  The northside ‗L‘ stations in Chicago are far too close together (three blocks apart), and 
having so many of them makes even short trips take forever.  I rode thirteen stations north to the Granville stop.  I exited there and 
walked west through a lovely neighborhood.  This area is almost all ―garden apartments‖ from early 20

th
 Century.  The buildings range 

from three to six floors, and most are built around lovely tree-filled yards.  There are nice architectural details on the buildings, and from 
the few glimpses I could catch inside, they looked like very nice apartments.  I checked online and found that by Chicago standards the 
rents here are fairly reasonable.  Studios go for around $600, with the biggest places fetching $1100 a month.  While that‘s almost triple 
what I pay in Algona, it‘s less than half what they charge in the area where my hotel was located. 

 
I made my way west to Clark Street, a major diagonal thoroughfare that runs from downtown to the far north side.  My 

destination was at the corner of Clark and Granville in an old cinder block building that decades ago housed a Jewell grocery store.  
Today that building is home to the Raven Theatre, one of numerous small venues all over the city where theatrical troupes stage edgy, 
experimental shows. 

 
 I entered the theatre but had to ask where I needed to go to redeem the e-mail confirmation I‘d gotten for an actual ticket.  
When I went to the bar that doubled as their box office, I found out that I‘d accidentally reserved a ticket for the wrong date.  That‘s 
remarkably easy to do online.  Many websites have pop-up calendars that you have to click on to select a date, and it‘s easy to click too 
high or too low.  (In my case I‘d purchased a ticket for next Friday, not this one.)  I‘ve done a lot of work with websites, and I really do 
wonder why designers choose these pop-up calendars rather than just having customers type in the numbers for their date—something 
I find both easier and more accurate.  I think it‘s just that pop-up features look cool; they‘re definitely not that user-friendly.  Fortunately 
the combination bartender/box office clerk was extremely pleasant, and he quickly exchanged the ticket I‘d reserved with one for this 
evening.   
 
 They had plenty of available seats for tonight‘s show.  While the Raven may be the smallest professional theatre I‘ve ever 
been in (it probably seats about 65), at least a third of the seats were empty this Friday night.  The seating is obviously portable, and for 
this show they‘d arranged it in two parallel sections facing each other, with the stage in the middle.  I sat on the end of the front row of 
the far section, and there were two empty seats next to me. 
 
 The show I‘d come to see was called Good Boys and True.  I‘d read some reviews ahead of time that ranged from glowing to 
scathing.  It turned out to be a very interesting show that was quite well acted.  The extremely intimate setting of this particular theatre 
also added to the experience.  Good Boys and True is set in an exclusive East Coast prep school.  It‘s apparently based on a real boys‘ 
school which members of both the Kennedy and Bush families have attended.  The story is set in the 1980s and is apparently based on 
a real story that involved the children of officials in the Reagan administration.  Mostly the play is a character study in how people deal 



with scandal.  It is gradually revealed that the central character raped a girl, made a videotape of the ordeal, and showed it off to his 
friends—apparently in response to allegations from them that he was gay.  The play studies how the boy, his family, his friends, the 
school, and the girl who was victimized all deal with the situation.  Pretty much every character has both likeable and despicable traits, 
which makes the show even more fascinating.  I‘d booked my ticket on a whim, but I was very glad I chose to go. 
 
 While it probably would have been quicker to walk back to the red line, I chose instead to take a bus back after the play was 
over.  There was a bus stop kitty-corner across the street from the Raven, and a woman was already waiting there when I arrived.  
Several other people joined us as waited nearly fifteen more minutes for a bus to arrive. 
 
 Bus #22 runs down Clark Street, which is the center of much of Chicago‘s nightlife.  On most routes the buses are less 
crowded at night, but on Clark Street.  It amazed me how busy things were at 10:30 at night.  The trip southward was crowded, loud, 
and incredibly slow.  We stopped almost literally every block, and between stops we crawled along in a sea of cabs.  It was certainly a 
colorful ride, though, and not really unpleasant.  It took exactly one hour to cover about eight miles (which is precisely what the 
schedule said it would), and I ended up just a block from the hotel. 
 
 I settled into bed fairly quickly.  The bed was too soft (a problem in most hotels), but I still managed to get a decent nigh t‘s 
sleep. 
 

 
 
 I was up promptly at 6:00 again this morning and quickly got ready for the day.  Before 6:30 I was already on my way out the 
door. 
 
 I walked east from the hotel to the red line subway station at Harrison, which was an easy one block away.  I caught a 
southbound train and rode one stop down to Roosevelt, where I intended to transfer to the orange line.  Unfortunately, they were doing 
construction on that line between Roosevelt and the next stop south, Halsted.  So I had to exit out to the street and catch a shuttle bus.  
There was a whole line of oversized bendi-buses parked along State Street outside the station.  As people exited a transit cop directed 
them to the buses and pointed out the fare was free.  They‘d wait until a bus was nearly full.  The cop then signaled for it to pull away, 
and the next bus would pull forward.  We followed a variety of streets over to the Halsted stop.  The trip took six or seven minutes.  
That‘s probably twice as long as it would take by train, but not having to wait for a train to arrive made the total trip time about the same. 
 

Almost every weekend they run 
shuttles like this somewhere on the 
network, as they close down various bits 
of the line (much of which is over a 
century old) to make repairs.  The shuttles 
are also used during the week when there 
are emergencies.  The most recent of 
those happened a couple weeks ago 
when the northwest end of the blue line 
was closed.  A train operator had fallen 
asleep at the controls and had run past 
the end of the line at O‘Hare Airport.  The 
train derailed and continued past the 
bumper at the end of the platform and on 
forward until it got stuck on an escalator.  
No one was killed (probably because it 
happened in the wee hours), but there 
were several with substantial injuries.  
Like most transit operators, CTA has 
installed automatic braking systems that  

 
News photo of the derailed blue line train on an escalator at O’Hare station 

are supposed to keep accidents like that from happening.  In this situation pretty much everything went wrong at the same time.  
They‘ve re-opened the station at O‘Hare, but the speed limit has been reduced to trains crawl along as they enter the station.  That 
takes some of the ―rapid‖ out of rapid transit, but hopefully it will prevent future accidents. 
 

At Halsted we left the buses and walked inside the station.  A cop there barked that we needed to tap our Ventra cards at the 
turnstiles, but noted that no fare would be deducted.  It would probably be possible some passengers to ride without paying during 
shuttle periods like this, but doing so would probably be more trouble than it was worth. 

 
I made my way up to the Halsted platform.  An inbound train had just arrived, and it left the station without passengers and 

disappeared a little ways to the east before turning around and re-appearing on the opposite track.  I waited just a minute or so before it 
arrived on the southbound platform and I could continue my trip.  While making a double transfer was more complicated than I‘d 
intended, it ended up going quite smoothly. 

 
I rode a couple stops further south to 35

th
 & Archer.  This is part of the ―Back of the Yards‖ area that was developed in the 

early 20
th

 Century as a place for slaughterhouse workers to live.  The packing plants closed decades ago, but this is still a working class 



neighborhood today.  The place has changed ethnicity multiple times, and today it‘s mostly Hispanic.  Much of the business around 
here still dates from the days when it was Irish and German, though. 

 
Huck Finn Restaurant – Chicago 

 
I‘d come to this area to have breakfast.  My destination was a couple 

blocks east of the station, at the corner of Archer Avenue and Damen Street.  
About half of a strip mall on that corner is occupied by a restaurant called 
Huck Finn.  This is a local chain with just three locations.  As far as I know 
Twain‘s character never made it this far east, but he lives on in Chicago,  Huck 
Finn started as a doiughnut shop, and it expanded into what is essentially a 
local version of Perkin‘s.  They‘re open around the clock, and while they serve 
just about everything, they specialize in breakfast foods. 

 
Huck Finn is very popular with the locals.  The place was packed with 

Mexican families who were going out for breakfast together.  It‘s interesting 
that almost all of them ordered traditional American breakfast items:  
pancakes, scrambled eggs, and bacon.  The menu included things like 
breakfast burritos, but no one was buying them. 

 
Huck Finn was unpretentious, but the service was good and the food 

was outstanding.  I ordered ham and eggs, and it ended up being one of the 
nicest breakfasts I‘ve had in a quite a while.  There was a thick slice of real 
ham, and the eggs were cooked and seasoned properly.  There were crispy 
hash browns on the side, and the coffee was strong and tasty.  On the way out 
I picked up a doughnut and a travel mug with more coffee.  The mug makes a 
nice souvenir of the restaurant.  I really enjoyed Huck Finn; it‘s definitely a 
place I‘ll file away to come back to when I‘m in Chicago again. 

 
 Next I took a bus up Damen Avenue.  I had to tap my Ventra card 
multiple times when I boarded, because it didn‘t seem to register properly.  
This has apparently been a recurring problem with the new cards, and it‘s 
particularly an issue on buses.  The ‗L‘ turnstiles  are hard-wired  to the Ventra 

database, but the bus fareboxes need to connect with a central computer each time a passenger taps a card.  They apparently do this 
using a cell phone connection, and if there‘s a disruption in the cell service, the connection doesn‘t work.  On top of that, the cards are 
always fussy, so even when the connection is working properly, they often take more than one tap to register.  The drivers face the 
dilemma of wanting to keep things moving and not letting people ride for free.  They usually start things up while people are still 
standing by the door, and more than once I saw people still tapping and re-tapping their card when they got to the next stop. 
 
 The bus deposited me at the entrance to the Illinois Medical District station (formerly just called ―Medical Center‖) on the blue 
line.  My wait for a train was lengthy, and it was made annoying by a young black man whose trousers were falling off who kept waling 
the platform begging for money.  He might have been more successful if his diction had been better.  I think what he was saying was 
―Do you have a dollar?‖, but it was really anybody‘s guess. 
 
 There are quite a few beggars on the ‗L‘ platforms these days.  Cops keep them away from the busy stations downtown, but at 
places like Medical Center (where lots of people, but not many tourists go) they‘re a real problem.  Most of them are black teenagers 
like the annoying kid I encountered today.  They invariably claim that they want money for bus fare.  (At first that seemed odd to me in a 
train station.  However, they probably jumped the turnstile to get to the platform, but they couldn‘t board a bus without paying.)  Most 
likely that‘s a lie, and I wouldn‘t consider giving anything to them in any case.  There are security cameras in all the ‗L‘ stations these 
days, but those don‘t seem to have much effect against the beggars. 
 
 Eventually a train came.  I rode two stops east to Clinton and then walked from there back to Union Station.  I timed my arrival 
perfectly, because almost immediately after I go there, they started boarding business class passengers on my train.  I‘m not sure why 
I‘d booked business class when I bought my ticket, but I did.  That made me one of the first to board. 
 
 Everyone else in business class was Asian, and most of them spoke only Asian languages (Chinese, I think).  Fortunately they 
were all headed to St. Louis, and since that‘s the end of the line, they probably made it there okay. 
 
 The Lincoln Service train left Chicago right on time at 11:25.  The ride south was familiar, if rather dull, since I‘d done it both 
last summer and again after Christmas.  We passed through grim industrial areas almost all the way down to Joliet.  The area is 
officially called the Illinois and Michigan Canal National Heritage Corridor in honor of the waterway it parallels. Perhaps there‘s a nicer 
view from somewhere, but I doubt it.  I‘ve driven the parallel stretch on both I-55 and the old highway, and it‘s not much to look at from a 
car either.   
 

Beyond Joliet the factories give way to farm country.  Things are definitely further along in Illinois than they are back home.  
The fields were almost entirely planted, and while most were still brown a few had plants starting to pop up.  It‘s extremely flat here, and 
there‘s not much to look at except the interstate to the west. 

 
We got to Pontiac about fifteen minutes late, around 11:30.  About a dozen people (including me) left the train there, and it 

didn‘t appear anyone boarded.  I oriented myself and then headed east across a small park that mostly seems to house a skateboard 
ramp and then into the downtown area. 



Pontiac was the primary place I‘d wanted to go last summer, but didn‘t.  I‘d been past here on the train, but this was the first 
time I‘d ever been out here.  I‘d done a lot of reading about the place before the summer trips, and it seemed that the place had a 
surprising number of interesting attractions for a place that‘s anything but a major city. 

 
Pontiac was the filming location for the 1980s movie Grandview USA.  Patrick Swayze and Jamie Lee Curtis star in that film, 

which parodies the good and bad aspects of small-town life.  The producers chose Pontiac for filming because the place comes across 
as an absolutely generic American town.  There‘s little about the place that indicates it‘s in Illinois; it could just as easily be a county 
seat town in any region of the country.  The place reminded me a lot of Mt. Pleasant, where I grew up.  It also reminded me a lot of 
Spencer, the biggest county seat in the area around Algona.  The core of the town dates to the late 1800s, with substantial brick 
business blocks and Victorian homes.  At the center of everything is a classic courthouse square.  Like Mt. Pleasant and Spencer, not 
everything is old, though.  There are homes and businesses from the ‗50s and ‗60s mixed in with the 19

th
 Century buildings.  There are 

newer business strips on the outskirts, with the same generic stores and restaurants you‘d find everywhere in America. 

 
ABOVE:  Plastic car street art – Pontiac, Illinois 

BELOW:  Antiques of various eras (website photo) 
Pontiac—Oakland Museum – Pontiac, Illinois 

 

 

I wandered around downtown a bit, just 
getting the lay of the land.  Something 
interesting they had all over Pontiac was a 
collection of plastic sculptures of antique cars 
and trucks, decorated by local artists.  This was 
similar to the ―Cows on Parade‖ collection I saw 
in Chicago years ago, but with an automobile 
theme, rather than a bovine one. 

 
Once I was oriented, my first stop was 

at one of the town‘s main attractions, the 
Pontiac—Oakland Museum.  While the town of 
Pontiac, Illinois has nothing at all to do with 
Pontiac, Michigan or the cars made there 
(except sharing the name of a famous Indian 
chief), the city boosters saw fit to establish an 
antique car museum that specializes in Pontiacs 
and their GM predecessor, Oakland 
automobiles.  The museum fills space that 
appears to be a defunct department store, and it 
provides a tourist attraction. 
 

The Pontiac—Oakland Museum is a 
large and quite interesting place.  In fact it 
turned out to be my favorite of all the things I 
saw in Pontiac.  I spent the better part of an 
hour there, and the whole time I was the only 
visitor.  They apparently get quite a few visitors 
in summer, but it was definitely not high season 
yet.  Since I was alone, I could spend whatever 
time I wanted gawking at the cars and reading 
about the history of auto manufacturing.  There 
are dozens of cars in the museum, with models 
dating back to the 1890s.  There are also much 
newer cars, some significantly younger than me.  
I think of antiques as being relics from the 
1920s or ‗30s, but apparently most states define 
―antique‖ cars as those more than twenty-five 
years old.  That means cars that were new at 
the time Grandview USA came out would be  

considered antiques today.  I don‘t know that I‘d ever think of my old Omni as an antique, but presumably during the Depression no one 
thought of Model T‘s that way either.  The museum had numerous examples from the era of big hoods and tail fins, which are some of 
the coolest looking cars ever made.   
 
 Just down the street from the antique car museum is the International Walldog Mural and Sign Art Museum.  This is another of 
the ―big four‖ museums that the chamber of commerce suggests visitors to Pontiac see.  Even a casual visitor can‘t help but notice that 
murals adorn the back of scores of buildings around Pontiac.  Almost all of these are recently painted, trying to recall the era before 
billboards when most advertising was painted directly on buildings.  It‘s actually kind of a nice way of decorating buildings that otherwise 
would do nothing but attract graffiti. 
 

The ―walldogs‖ are a group of artists who specialize in advertising murals.  While they do their work around the world, they 
located their museum in Pontiac mostly because the place allowed them to use the entire town as a canvas. 

 
This could be quite an interesting museum, but it‘s really not very well done.  Had they gone into detail about how murals like 

this are made, I would have found it fascinating.  Instead about all they have are a bunch of pictures of the walldogs‘ work.  It didn‘t help 
that the curator insisted on escorting me on a tour of the place, rather than just letting me explore at my leisure.  She was a nice old 
lady, but she hovered far too much. 



There‘s also an eclectic mix of other art, most of which 
has nothing at all to do with murals.  Their most famous exhibit is 
a collection of formal dresses (they call them wedding dresses, 
but they look more like the sort of thing a girl might wear to prom) 
that glow in the dark.  They‘re fascinating and not unattractive, 
but I couldn‘t help but wonder what they were doing in a museum 
dedicated to murals. 

 
The thing I found most interesting was a detailed exhibit 

on how gold leaf is made and gilding is done.  Some of the 
murals do involve gilding, so I suppose this was tangentially 
related to the purpose of the museum.  It, too, seemed out of 
place, though—but at least it was an interesting exhibit. 

 
When I finished the Walldog museum I walked back to 

the Amtrak station.  There I turned onto a street that angled 
southwestward and crossed the Vermillion River to the newer part 
of town.  I passed a car dealer and a video store before coming to 
the Fiesta Motel.  This establishment figures prominently in the 
movie I referred to earlier.  It‘s a ma ‗n‘ pa motel from the ‗60s 
with very little unique about it, but it was kind of interesting to see 
something that had been featured on the big screen. 
 

 While there is a sidewalk along Pontiac‘s strip,  the  area 

 
Glow-in-the-dark dresses 

International Walldog Museum – Pontiac, Illinois 

is definitely intended for cars.  I felt as if I was taking my life in my hands to cross the busy intersection of two four lane highways.  I 
made it through unscathed, though, and I arrived at my next destination. 
 
 I‘d come here to have lunch at a place I‘d read about called Café Fontana.  It doesn‘t look like much from the outside, housed 
in what is obviously a former Hardees.  They completely gutted the inside, though, and the burger joint was replaced with a very nice 
Italian bistro.  My lunch was honestly one of the tastiest meals I‘ve had in quite a long time.  I ordered pizza margherita, the dish that 
combines tomato, cheese, and basil leaves to represent and supposedly represents the colors of the Italian flag.  (Pretty much any 
other Italian food would do that as well, but this is the most traditional.)  The individual size ($7.95) was generous, but not overly filling.  
I also ordered some Italian-named drink that amounted to a mango smoothie.  It was outstanding as well. 
 
 I took a long way back, seeing much of residential Pontiac in the process.  I also caught a glimpse of the town‘s biggest 
employer, a state prison.   I made my way back downtown and my next stop was the #1 attraction in Pontiac:  the official Route 66 Hall 
of Fame and Museum.  This is heavily hyped as a ―must see‖ in lots of travel guides.  While it really is before my time, I‘ve  always had 
an interest in Route 66, so I thought it would be interesting to check out the place.  Unfortunately, the museum definitely didn‘t live up to 
the hype. 
 
 The most interesting thing about the Route 66 Museum was its building.  It‘s housed in the former city jail, with exhibits in  the 
individual cells.  It‘s an interesting way to re-use a historic building that‘s long outlived its original purpose.  The exhibits themselves, 
though, were frankly boring.  Most of it was just photos of attractions that line the historic route throughout the West.  There was little 
about the establishment of the route, its ties to the development in the West, or its ultimate demise.  There was much more interesting 
stuff at Missouri‘s Route 66 State Park west of St. Louis.  This was by far my least favorite of the attractions in Pontiac.  They had far 
more visitors than the walldogs, but I was less impressed by the place. 
 
 There‘s a second museum that shares the building with the Route 66 Museum.  It‘s the Livingston County War Museum.  I 
wasn‘t really expecting it to be much, but for a place that‘s just set up to honor local veterans it‘s really very well done.  I read a review 
online that sums up what‘s best about the museum.  It said, ―Unlike other military museums, this one reflects people more than 
machinery and hardware.‖  That‘s absolutely right, and it is what makes it worth a visit.  There‘s only so many guns I can stand to  see, 
but getting a feel for what life was like in the trenches really is quite interesting.  They profile the experiences of local soldiers and 
sailors in every war from the Civil War to the present day.  They also told what life was like back at home during the wars.  Indeed, the 
exhibit I liked best recreated a home from the 1940s to illustrate life during World War II.  If anyone reading this happens to find 
themselves in Pontiac, I‘d strongly suggest they make a stop at this place.  It‘s really much more interesting than the over-hyped Route 
66 Museum. 
 
 I spent quite a while checking out all the murals around downtown Pontiac.  Students at the local high school have put 
together a cell phone tour that describes all the murals as well as other points of interest around town.  That‘s a wonderful  project for a 
history class to do, and it‘s something any town could put together.  I spent more than an hour wandering around and listening to the 
different descriptions, and I could have heard far more had I wanted to. 
 
 In addition to the murals, there was a much more modern building in Pontiac that really impressed me.  The Pontiac Daily 
Leader is housed in a building that at first glance looks like a doctor‘s office form the ‗60s.  It‘s far more than just a tan brick  box, 
though.  Both the front and back are decorated with intricate mosaics made of little square tiles that look like they belong in a bathroom.  
Taken together, they illustrate  the history of communication.  It‘s just the right amount of ornamentation for the building, and it‘s a 
perfect design for a newspaper to have on their building. 
 



 
Mosaic on the Leader building – Pontiac, Illinois 

 When I‘d planned my getaways last summer, 
my original plan was to visit Pontiac as a day trip from 
Springfield.  The trains from that direction are better 
timed than are the ones from Chicago.  Ideally I‘d have 
liked to leave Pontiac at mid-afternoon, which exactly 
when the southbound Texas Eagle goes through town.  
Unfortunately northbound trains come in the morning 
and evening, but not at midday.  (Technically the 
northbound Eagle would also pass through here in the 
afternoon, but near the end of its route it is rarely on 
time.)  The only real option to return to Chicago was a 
train scheduled to leave at 6:30pm, so after I‘d seen 
what there was to see, I still had quite a bit of time on 
my hands. 
 
 I killed some time by going back out to the 
strip.  I wandered around a store called Big R, that 
mostly sells farm supplies and hunting gear.  I bought a 
shirt there that was being clearanced, and I also picked 
up a box of coffee filters that were surprisingly cheap 
for no reason I could figure out.  I also browsed through 
a Walgreens, where my only purchase was a bottle of 
Pepsi with a new design that added to my collection. 

 
 Eventually I made my way to Play Park, a city park near the southeast corner of the city.  I killed time there listening to more of 
the cell phone tour—just pressing choice after choice in sequential order.  I also read a bit from my Kindle.  Eventually I checked out the 
one other attraction that the chamber of commerce said I should see, Pontiac‘s ―famous‖ swinging bridges.  These pedestrian bridges 
were built near the turn of the last century mostly as a way to connect workers who lived south of the river with factories located on the 
north side.  They‘re wooden bridges suspended by cables, and they do indeed wobble when anyone walks on them.  I crossed all three 
of the swinging bridges, none of which is particularly different from the rest.  I will say, though, that Play Park, Chautauqua Park, and 
Riverside Park are all very pleasant green spaces. 

 
Swinging bridge – Pontiac, Illinois 

 I made my way back downtown and wandered around there again.  Something that surprised me in Pontiac was how few 
places there were to buy souvenirs.  The place pushes tourism hard, positioning itself as the Route 66 capital.  You‘d think all the stores 
would be selling Route 66 memorabilia or perhaps postcards of all the murals.  There‘s very little of that available, though.   Like many 
downtowns whose real business has left, downtown Pontiac is full of antique shops.  Indeed, the place comes across almost like one 
big flea market.  It might be interesting to paw through all the junk, but that certainly wasn‘t what I was interested on this trip.  I might 
have forked over some money for a few souvenirs, but there really wasn‘t anything to catch my interest. 
 
 Eventually I made my way back to the Amtrak station.  Pontiac‘s depot is a lovely old building that has mostly been converted 
to other uses.  There‘s a beauty parlor, a realtor, and a pizza place there.  Only the pizza place was open, and the only business they 
seemed to be doing was delivery.  I didn‘t bother checking out what they had to offer.  Amtrak is restricted to a tiny waiting area at the 
north end of the station.  The waiting room had twelve cheaply upholstered seats that were arranged on the east and west walls facing 
each other.  The seats came in attached sections that could only be moved as a row.  Litter was strewn beneath them and on the floor 



in the middle.  Perhaps the strangest item littered was an unopened can of beer.  There were also many open cans, and I wondered if 
someone had gotten too drunk to notice while they were sitting there waiting for a train.  There‘s not even a restroom in the  Amtrak 
area; a sign directs train patrons to use the facilities in the skateboard park across the street. 
 
 It was extremely hot in the waiting room.  The only windows are on the west side, and today the sun beat in them brightly.  The 
tiny room had nowhere for heat to escape, so it warmed up like a greenhouse.  It was about 75

o
 outside, but I‘d guess it was a good 20

o
 

warmer in the waiting room. 
 
 Strangely, there‘s no seating at all along the platform in Pontiac.  I‘d think they could install even one bench outdoors, but they 
didn‘t.  When I got too hot, I went outdoors and leaned on a lift that‘s designed to get handicapped people onto the trains.  That wasn‘t 
comfortable, but it was better than waiting inside. 
 
 I was the only passenger waiting, so I couldn‘t even do much people watching.  I did gawk at a few of the kids in the skate 
park, and I noticed there were three different delivery drivers at the pizza place, which seemed surprisingly many for the amount of 
business they did.  Otherwise I just read in my Kindle and paced up and down the platform. 
 
 Predictably, the train was late.  It showed up at about 7:15, and I was indeed the only person to board at Pontiac.  It appeared 
that two people got off, and this had to be one of the quickest Amtrak stops on record. 
 
 The ride to Chicago was uneventful,  Most noteworthy was that they‘d hooked up the car so that all the seats were backwards.  
That was annoying, but I managed.  Fortunately, it was just a two-hour trip back to Chicago.  I filled most of the time browsing on the 
internet.  Amtrak‘s short distance trains now have wi-fi, and it was nice to be able to connect with my Kindle.  The service was spotty, 
but in some ways that was better since I was basically just trying to fill time. 
 
 When I got back to Union Station, I took the subway over to the new downtown Target store (formerly the flagship of Carson 
Pirie Scott).  My rear end had become chaffed from walking around all day in sweaty underwear.  (I‘d walked about twelve miles, so that 
wasn‘t really a surprise.)  I picked up some powder to relieve that, and I also got a sandwich from their deli for my dinner.  Then I took 
the subway back south to Harrison. 
 
 A disadvantage of the Hotel Blake‘s location is that at night the weirdos are out in the neighborhood.  While it‘s only a block 
from the subway station, I felt I had to keep my guard up the whole way.  There was even a beggar who had planted  himself right 
outside the hotel door, the sort of thing I‘d expect to see in a Third World country.  They know where the suckers are, though, and a well 
dressed man who entered the hotel in front of me gave the guy a $5 bill. 
 
 I ate the sandwich and did a bit of work on the computer.  Then I retired fairly early.  This had been a long, but quite enjoyable 
day. 
 

 
 
 I slept pretty decently, but again got up early.  I was out for the day before 7am.  A different beggar was sitting on the sidewalk 
in front of the hotel when I left, and this one was rather aggressive.  He was even ruder to a couple of Asian girls than he was to me, but 
rudeness certainly wouldn‘t make anyone donate to his cause.  It was hard to have much sympathy for this guy in any case.  He was a 
middle aged white man who looked perfectly employable.  Basically he came across as lazy.  He was also smoking while he begged, 
and I‘d think whatever money he does get could be put to a better use than that. 
 

My first destination of the day was once again 35
th

 & Archer.  The orange line was still under repair, so this time I took a city 
bus from Harrison & State all the way down Archer Avenue.  I‘m not sure that was any faster than with the shuttle, but it did avoid the 
problem of making transfers.  I actually signaled to get off a couple blocks east of the train station, but the driver didn‘t  stop when I 
signaled—even though the bell dinged and the ―STOP REQUESTED‖ light went on.  That‘s why I strongly prefer trains to buses; you 
know when and where they‘ll stop and don‘t have to pull the stupid cord. 

 
Today I had breakfast at a place called the New Archview Restaurant.  ―New‖ probably means it went out of business and 

opened under new management, because the place looks to be around fifty years old.  To me ―Archview‖ sounds like it should be in St. 
Louis.  Here the only view would be of Archer Avenue, which certainly isn‘t much to look at.  The place reminded me of a show I 
sometimes watch on Food Network called Restaurant Impossible, where they make over failing restaurants.  I don‘t know that the New 
Archview is failing, but like almost every establishment on that show, they‘ve obviously started but never finished various renovations 
over the years.  Different parts of the décor date to different eras, and they don‘t really fit together very well.  The most eye-catching 
thing in the place is a revolving pastry display case that had faceted mirrors in the middle that reflected like a disco ball.  They also have 
several not particularly attractive murals on the walls that I assume were painted by family or friends of the owners.  The artists could 
take lessons from the walldogs in Pontiac. 

 
The New Archview Restaurant has far more pretentions than Huck Finn (the biggest indicator of that is that they have a liquor 

license), but it‘s still just a simple family restaurant.  It seems to draw significantly less traffic than Huck Finn, and if I come back to the 
area again, it won‘t be the New Archview I go to.  Their service was minimal, and the coffee was nasty.  My food was okay, if a bit 
strange.  I had their namesake Archview French toast, which was topped with bananas, golden raisins, and pecans.  It was good, but I 
wouldn‘t order it again.  I‘ve had similar dishes in the South, usually billed as ―bananas Foster French toast‖ or something similar.  
Southern chefs tend to be heavy handed with seasoning, which is the main reason the Southern dishes were better than this one.  They 
could have really used some cinnamon or cloves, or perhaps a few drops of rum or brandy.  Even a bit of salt would have brought out 



more of the flavor.  What they sweet and eggy, but not much more than that.  The portion was certainly generous.  I ordered the ―small‖ 
French toast ($5.95), which included three full pieces of bread, a full sliced banana, and about half a cup of raisins.  I‘d hate to think 
how much I‘d have gotten if I ordered ―large‖.  I also got a side of ham ($3.50).  The ham was tasty, and it turned out to be incredibly 
good value.  What they served was an enormous pile of end scraps that were probably leftover from their dinner ham.  Cut that way it‘s 
hard to say exactly how much was there, but it was piled high on a round plate and seemed enough to feed an army. 

 
After finishing breakfast I made my way back to 35

th
 & Archer station.  I again did the double transfer with the ‗L‘ and the 

shuttle and made my way downtown.  I rode to Clark & Lake and then walked south a block to my next destination, Chicago Temple.  
I‘ve been to this church in a skyscraper other times at Easter, and I was looking forward to being there again today. 
 
 While this wasn‘t the worst service I‘d been to at Chicago Temple, it was far from the best.  The biggest problem was the 
music.  I think of Easter as a time for upbeat hymns, celebrating the joy of the Resurrection.  Only one of the hymns they sang today 
was upbeat, the traditional ―Christ the Lord Is Risen Today‖.  That was the processional, and the organist let out all the stops and sent 
the hymn soaring to heaven.  Unfortunately the other two hymns were sappy rather than joyous.  There was also special music, far too 
much of it for my taste—enough in fact that it seemed more like a concert than a worship service.  The church‘s gospel choir was 
featured.  This is an inter-racial choir, but the majority of the members are middle aged white people—not what you normally associate 
with gospel music.  The songs they sang weren‘t really rousing (the style of gospel I like) but rather jazzy and emotional (which strikes 
me as boring). 

 
The sermon was definitely not the best I‘ve heard from Dr. Phillip Blackwell, the church‘s longtime minister, who is retiring this 

year.  Mostly it was an analysis of the hymn ―In the Garden‖ which was one of the sappy numbers they sang today.  The song was no 
doubt chosen because it fit the lectionary gospel about Mary Magdalene finding the empty tomb.  Dr. Blackwell began his sermon with 
the line, ―I understand from an unimpeachable source that when it was announced at choir practice that we would be singing the hymn, 
‗In the Garden‘, that there were some audible groans.‖  The congregation at that point responded with both groans and laughter.  I 
actually don‘t mind ―In the Garden‖, which was one of my parents‘ favorite hymns.  I certainly don‘t need to hear a scholarly review of it, 
though.  He went on for a full fifteen minutes about the song and the deeper meanings it should have for us.  I can‘t say I found much of 
the sermon memorable.  I also didn‘t care for the fact that at communion they blocked the kneelers, so people couldn‘t pause for prayer 
after receiving the elements.  It‘s now two not so good services in a row I‘ve been to at Chicago Temple; if the next one makes three, 
there‘s a good chance I won‘t be back after that. 
 

With all the choir numbers, the service dragged on for an 
hour and a half.  That was long enough that it made me change 
my plans for the rest of the day.  I‘d originally planned to catch 
another Metra train, but by the time I got to the station it was too 
late to buy a ticket before that train would depart.  So instead I 
saw the first of many very minor points of interest that would 
define my day.  I made my way to Desplaines Street in the West 
Loop, just east of the Kennedy Expressway.  At a wide point in the 
sidewalk here is the Haymarket Memorial.  This commemorates 
the bombing and subsequent riot that took place at a peaceful 
labor demonstration at Haymarket Square in 1886.  This sculpture 
honoring victims of the event dates to 2004, replacing an earlier 
statue honoring the Chicago police that has since been relocated 
to police department headquarters.  The current statue portrays 
the speakers wagon on which workers stood to lobby for an eight-
hour day.  Supposedly the long term plan is for the statue to 
become the center of a park on the original Haymarket site that 
will honor both labor and free speech.  While this is certainly not a 
―must see‖ attraction, it was interesting.  I‘m glad I made the trip to 
the West Loop to see it. 

 
Haymarket Memorial – Chicago 

 
 Wikipedia image of the quotation at the base of the Haymarket Memorial 

 I walked back down to the Clinton subway station and caught a northbound train.  I rode to the Division station and spent quite 
a while walking around the trendy Wicker Park neighborhood nearby.  It‘s interesting that the business streets in this area are ra tty and 
run-down, but the residential streets that surround them are some of the nicest and most rapidly gentrifying in the city. 
 
 One of the minor attractions I saw in Wicker Park was right outside the station.  It‘s a pharmacy that a Chicago architecture 
blog featured with the headline ―Best CVS Ever‖.  The building on the west side of the intersection of Ashland, Division, and Milwaukee 
was built as Home Bank and Trust in 1925.  That bank went through several mergers and name changes over the years and eventually 
closed its doors in this neighborhood in 2001.  The ornate building, which had been designated a landmark, stood empty until the 



drugstore chain bought it in 2011.  There are many drugstores in big cities that are basically the same store you could find in a mall, but 
tucked on the first floor of an office building.  That‘s what everyone assumed would happen with this one.  Instead the chain restored 
the bank to its former glory, including a grand windows and a spectacular mahogany and brass ceiling.  While they sell the exact same 
stuff as the nondescript Walgreens down the street, the wonderful surroundings make this drugstore a real destination.  I bought some 
Q-Tips and a peanut butter Easter egg, mostly as an excuse to check the place out. 
 

  
LEFT:  CVS in Wicker Park 

RIGHT:  Holy Trinity Orthodox Church – Chicago 

 I caught a bus and rode about a mile west on Division.  My next destination was the Holy Trinity Cathedral, the Orthodox 
Church‘s Diocese of the Midwest.  This is a surprisingly simple church that like the oldest of the churches I saw in Russia.  The church 
is undergoing renovations, which appear to be overdue.  It‘s still an attractive building, though. 
 
 Interestingly today was Easter for the Orthodox Church as well as for Western Christianity.  That‘s not normally the case.  Both 
churches base their calculations on a full moon in spring, but they use different calendars to determine which full moon that is.  
Because the Western Easter was late this year, it happened to coincide with the same moon used in the Eastern church.     

 
The fountain outside 1001 N. Wolcott – Chicago, Illinois 

 
 I walked down a variety of residential streets 
in Wicker Park, which really is a lovely neighborhood.  
My next destination was at the corner of Wolcott and 
Augusta.  I‘d come here to see a ―landmark‖ I‘d read 
about called S*** Fountain.  (I‘ll let you fill in the missing 
letters.)  The fountain (which was waterless when I saw 
it) depicts a pile of feces atop a pedestal.  The 
homeowner was apparently quite upset with dogs in the 
area using his tiny yard to do their duty, so he vented 
his frustrations in brass.   This is another thing that‘s 
certainly not a ―must see‖, but it was fascinating 
nonetheless.  I liked it a lot better than an enormous 
statue of an angel at the place next door. 
 
 I walked back to the subway station and then 
headed up Milwaukee Avenue.  There‘s an interesting 
store a couple blocks west of Ashland.  Most of the 
grimy storefronts along Milwaukee house things like 
dollar stores or Mexican groceries.  One that stands 
out, though, is a place called The Boring Store.  The 
Boring Store sells spy equipment and related goods.  
The name implies ―nothing to see here—move along‖,  

and of  course  they attract  business from  the silliness of it all.  They have a really cool website at 
http://www.notasecretagentstore.com/.  The place is run by a non-profit organization that primarily operates after-school programs for 
neighborhood kids.  Selling spy equipment is just a clever idea to support the program.  Unfortunately the place was closed on Easter, 
but if I‘m back in the area when they are open, I‘ll definitely check the place out in more detail. 
 
 Next I took a bus up Ashland Avenue, which is a dumpy business strip through almost the entire city.  (Years ago I took a bus 
down Ashland on the south side to check out the last remaining location of Goldblatt‘s Department Store.  The north side businesses 
are slightly nicer, but it‘s still more than a bit seedy.)  A college kid got on a few stops after I boarded, and sat down right in front of me.  
It was fascinating that both of us got off at the same stop, and we ended up heading to the same place after that.  I guess that 
confirmed that my lunch choice was popular with at least one other person. 

http://www.notasecretagentstore.com/


My destination was a place I‘d found while helping Margaret plan her trip to Chicago, a restaurant called the Art of Pizza.  The 
pretentious name is apparently a pun on the founder‘s name:  Located in a minimall between Belmont and Wellington, there‘s nothing 
about the Art of Pizza that stands out at all.  The thing that‘s unique about the place is that they serve Chicago style deep dish stuffed 
pizza by the slice.  Even a small Chicago style pizza is quite a bit more than one person should eat, but most restaurants require you to 
buy a full pie.  Here they specialize in individual portions, and they appear to do a brisk business.  For $3.66 (which becomes $4 with 
tax), you get a large slice that‘s enough for a meal.  The pizza wasn‘t as good as what I‘d had yesterday, but it was good enough that I 
might file the place away to go to on a future trip.  The cheese and the crust sort of meld together and become one, which is definitely 
not a bad thing. 

 
I walked up to the corner of Belmont and Ashland and lucked out in almost instantly catching a westbound bus there.  I rode 

through a ratty looking, but not really bad neighborhood to the Belmont blue line station.  I didn‘t catch the train, but ins tead made my 
way over to Kimball Street, where I waited for a southbound bus.  My luck wasn‘t as good this time, and I ended up waiting nearly 
fifteen minutes before one showed up. 
 

My next bus ride was through an area that was definitely not one of the nicer parts of the city.  I rode down Kimball and Homan 
Streets, straight through the west side neighborhoods of Humboldt Park, Garfield Park, and Lawndale.  The names given by developers 
a century and a quarter ago sound pastoral, but these are some of the grittiest areas in the inner city.  I‘d been through here before on 
the ‗L‘, but today I got a close-up view of the area. 

 
Unlike much of the south side (where about half the lots are empty), Chicago‘s west side hasn‘t been depopulated.  If anything 

the low-income residents of the area have been pushed into a smaller area as gentrification has marched west from the Loop.  Most of 
the neighborhood is made up of ―three-flats‖ and ―six-flats‖, three-floor buildings that house either one or two separate apartments on 
each floor.  I remember when we drove through Chicago when I was a kid thinking that the city was made up of rowhouses.  There are 
actually almost no rowhouses in Chicago.  For many years after the great fire they were in fact prohibited.  Those brick three-flats and 
six-flats are all on impossibly small lots, though.  You have to look very closely to tell they‘re not attached.  In wealthier neighborhoods, 
like the Wicker Park area I‘d been in earlier today,, separate apartments have been combined to make buildings like these into palatial 
homes.  Here, though, they‘re still separate apartments, and it‘s not uncommon for large extended families to be crammed into each 
one. 

 
The bus through this area was fairly busy, even on Easter.  The mix of people was interesting.  The neighborhood appears to 

be about two-thirds black, with the remainder mostly Hispanic.  A few of the black people also spoke Spanish and were likely of Puerto 
Rican or other Caribbean origin.   There were a couple of other white people on the bus (both riding long distances), but all those I saw 
on the street were people of color.  Many of the bus passengers were dressed to the nines.  There‘s a long tradition in the black 
community of buying a new dress outfit for Easter.  Almost every woman and girl and about half the men seemed to be keeping that 
tradition alive.  Many families were obviously taking the bus to and from church or to go out for a nice Easter dinner.  The remainder of 
the passengers (exclusively males, and heavy on teenaged boys) wore about as sloppy of dress as could be imagined.  They sported 
those intentionally tattered jeans several sizes too large that revealed half their underwear, muscle shirts that showed off wimpy biceps, 
and ball caps with the bills perfectly straight and the security holograms still intact.  There‘s a good chance these kids‘ clothes cost 
more than the ―nice‖ outfits other passengers were wearing, but I‘ve seen many things at Goodwill that looked nicer. 
 

Something that struck me as particularly odd on this trip was how many people took the bus for incredibly short trips.  Several 
people rode literally one block, and the majority went less than half a mile.  It would almost certainly be quicker to walk a short distance 
like that than to wait for the bus, particularly on a weekend when service is reduced.  Lots of people were out walking, so it really made 
me wonder why so many people took the bus for no good reason.  I assume they have a pass to ride, because it would cost a fortune at 
$2.25 a pop.   
 

There‘s not a lot of business in this area.  Mostly it‘s liquor stores, beauty shops, and the sort of fast food that stereotypically 
appeals to minority tastes (Popeye‘s and Church‘s chicken, for example).  There were also a number of store front churches and 
warehouse style modern churches (including one with a huge banner that said ―The Place for Hurting People‖—a slogan that could be 
taken multiple ways, including some that I‘m sure the pastor didn‘t intend.  There were a number of historic church buildings  in the area 
as well, but most of them appear to have been abandoned years ago. 

 
About an hour after lunch I finally reached my next destination, Homan Square.  Located between Kedzie and Homan 

Avenues just south of the Eisenhower Expressway, a century ago this site was the headquarters of Sears, Roebuck, and Company.  
The site was chosen because even in the early 20

th
 Century the corridor that is now I-290 was a major transportation corridor.  The 

Congress Parkway (the Eisenhower‘s predecessor) was a grand boulevard that led out of town, and a parallel elevated line could bring 
thousands of workers to their jobs at the Sears warehouse and mailing facility.  I remember buying a reprint of an old Sears catalog 
when I was a kid that showed the old warehouse on the cover.   

 
A large part of the complex was bulldozed in the 1970s when Sears moved its headquarters to its namesake tower downtown 

and its distribution center to the suburb of Hoffman Estates.  (Later they consolidated all their operations in the suburbs.)  The area 
stood empty and decaying for about twenty years before being re-developed in the late ‗90s.  Homan Square today is one of numerous 
―post-projects‖ housing developments around Chicago.  The goal of these developments (which are built by private companies with the 
help of big government subsidies) is to create low-rise mixed income neighborhoods that will replace the notorious old public housing 
towers that used to line the freeways all over the city.  Homan Square includes several hundred apartments, some newly built and 
others in restored industrial buildings.  It also houses newly opened neighborhood high school (located in the old Sears power plant), a 
community recreation center, and a small retail complex.  Signs proclaim the development ―A Beacon of Hope in North Lawndale‖, and 
at least on the surface it seems like a fairly pleasant area. 

 



 

 

Then and now … 
ABOVE:  Drawing of the Sears complex from the early 20

th
 Century 

LEFT:  Homan Square Tower today 
(Note the scar where the warehouse used to be attached.) 

 The main remnant of the old Sears complex is what is often referred 
to as the original Sears Tower.  This campanile-style tower was once at the 
center of the massive warehouse.  It was built to disguise a water tower, but it 
also hosted corporate receptions and even housed the studios of WLS Radio 
(whose call letters stood for ―World‘s Largest Store‖, since Sears was the 
station‘s original owner).  The stately tower, which is a National Historic 
Landmark, has been restored to its former beauty by the neighborhood‘s 
developer.  I‘d been past this area many times before on the ‗L‘, but I‘d never 
noticed the tower or the neighborhood.  It was really quite interesting to check 
the place out. 
 
 I wandered around Homan Square for a while, but I didn‘t dawdle 
there.  That‘s because as a middle aged white guy I stood out like a sore 
thumb.  While Homan Square does appear to genuinely be a mixed income 
development, as far as I could tell the residents were entirely black.  There 
were no white people around, and this was also just about the only place in 
Chicago I‘ve been to that didn‘t have any Hispanic residents.  Those 
teenagers in sagging pants were the majority here, and I was a minority of 
one.  I didn‘t feel unsafe, but I didn‘t really feel welcome either. 
 
 I followed a group of high school boys in falling trousers as I made 
my way to the Kedie—Homan ‗L‘ station.  The kids were actually headed to a 
convenience store that was just off the interstate, and I did a double-take 
when I saw the sign outside that gas station.  They had a variety of grades, all 
with strange Shell trademarks, and most priced between $4.60 and $4.80 a 
gallon.  While that‘s quite pricey, it was in line with what I‘d seen elsewhere in 
the city.  Cook County, Illinois has just about the highest gas tax in the 
country, with much of the money going to subsidize public transport.   The 
cheapest price I saw in Chicago was $4.29

9
, and $4.59 and $4.79 were more 

common.  What made me look again here was that one of their products was 
$5.19

9
 a gallon.  That‘s the first time I‘ve ever seen a ―5‖ at the beginning of a 

gas price, and I certainly hope it‘s a long time before I see it again. 



 I made my way into the back entrance of the station.  A train pulled in as I made my way down the long ramp, and thee was no 
way I could make it even if I rushed.  That meant I had a lengthy wait in the middle of the freeway until the next train came.  On 
weekends only every other blue line train goes this far west, so it‘s about fifteen minutes between trains on the far west side. 
 
 While I waited on the super-long Kedie—Homan platform, I confirmed that Homan Square is not visible from the station.  
That‘s because the Eisenhower Expressway and the blue line ‗L‘ are in built in a depression, with the cross streets running on bridges 
overhead.  It made me wonder what other architectural treasures were hidden just barely off the beaten path. 
 
 I caught the next eastbound train and rode to UIC—Halsted station, just west of downtown.  Exiting the station was a chore, 
because there was major construction on Halsted Street.  Eventually I found a bus stop, though, and before long I caught a southbound 
bus on Halsted.  The mix of people on this bus was very different than the one I‘d been on earlier.  For the first part of the ride, we went 
through the collegetown area for the University of Illinois at Chicago.  People of all races boarded there, with whites and Asians 
heaviest in the mix.  They all wore neatly pressed ―casual‖ clothes and sipped iced coffee drinks as they rode.  South of there Halsted 
straddles the border between Chicago‘s Chinatown and Pilsen, a historically East European area that is now dominated by Mexican 
immigrants.  The riders here were working class adults who appeared to be headed to and from their jobs, even on Easter Sunday.  
The riders thinned out as we continued through the neighborhood of Bridgeport and on to the industrial district of Canaryville. 

 
 I exited at Exchange & Halsted, about forty 
blocks south of where I‘d boarded.  My next destination 
was another peek at Chicago‘s industrial history.  I 
went to the Union Stockyards gate.  Now on the 
National Register of Historic Landmarks, the enormous 
stone gate is all that‘s left of the setting for The Jungle.  
There‘s a fairly substantial park around the gate today, 
with several interpretive exhibits that give the history of 
the area.  The stockyards were open from 1865 to 
1971, earning Chicago the undisputed title of ―hog 
butcher for the world‖.  Something I hadn‘t realized was 
that the stockyards were originally developed by the 
railroad companies.  Once the tracks were in place, 
they sold the food companies on the advantages of 
central processing facilities and leased them the land 
for their slaughterhouses.  I‘d also not realized that the 
vast areas was mostly covered with what today we 
would call finishing lots, pens where live animals spent 
their last several weeks before being slaughtered.  I 
always assumed the animals went straight to the killing 
floors from the rail cars, much as they are trucked to 
packing  plants today.  It was  all those living animals in 
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close confinement that created the stench and sanitation problems that made the stockyards infamous. 

 
Firefighters memorial 

 
 In addition to the gate, there‘s a second monument in the vicinity.  This is 
a memorial to Chicago firefighters who have died in the line of duty.  The memorial 
was placed here because a fire in 1910 killed twenty-one firemen, more than any 
other disaster in the city‘s history. 
 
 Of the obscure places I saw on this trip, the stockyards gate appeared to 
be the most popular.  While I was gawking at it, another pedestrian came by, as did 
a couple in a car and another couple on bicycles.  I couldn‘t help but think that with 
the gorgeous weather today it would be lovely to explore the city by bike. 
 
 The stockyards area was largely abandoned in the 1970s and ‗80s.  It was 
re-developed in the ‗90s and the early 21

st
 Century.  Roughly half of the area is 

now a modern suburban-style industrial park, housing warehouses that are 
serviced by the same railroads that served the meatpackers, as well as the nearby 
Dan Ryan Expressway.  About a fourth is brand new residential development—
much of which is actual rowhouses in the same style you‘d find in places like 
Ankeny and West Des Moines.  The remainder is still just undeveloped land. 
 
 My intent was to catch a northbound bus and head back up Halsted.  The 
bus stop at Exchange was at an abandoned lot with bright sun in the area, so I 
walked a couple blocks north to wait in a more pleasant area.  It intrigued me that 
the place I chose was in front of an office building that used to be the neighborhood 
post office for the area with zip code 60609.  That made me think of all the game 
shows I watched as a child that gave consolation prizes from the Spiegel catalog, 
whose address the announcers always trumpeted as ―Chicago – 60609‖.  I‘m not 
sure what  sort of an area I  pictured Spiegel being located in, but  it certainly didn‘t 

occur to me that the purveyor of fine clothing and housewares would be located right next to the stockyards. 
 



 While I waited three different buses came north on Halsted, but then turned off just south of where I was waiting.  I‘d studied 
the CTA schedules ahead of time, and I knew these buses headed to places I didn‘t care to go to (mostly abandoned areas on the 
south side).  The bus I wanted should have come in the time I was waiting, but it didn‘t.  Eventually I just gave up and started walking 
north.  Had I caught a bus, I‘d have just ridden up to 35

th
 Street (less than a mile), and by the time I was at about 38

th
 three buses in a 

row ended up passing me.  I suppose I could have been like the people I‘d seen earlier and just gotten on and ridden for a couple of 
blocks, but that seemed silly. 
 
 35

th
 Street is the heart of Bridgeport, a neighborhood that is probably best known as the home of most of Chicago‘s 20

th
 

Century mayors.  Longtime Mayor Richard J. Daley, poster boy for the Chicago machine, spent his life in a nondescript brick house 
about three blocks east of Halsted and just south of 35

th
 Street.  In those days Bridgeport was a mostly Irish neighborhood known for its 

intolerance for outsiders.  Mayor Daley is long gone, and so is the neighborhood he grew up in.  While the buildings are the same, the 
people are very different.  Today Bridgeport is one of the most ethnically diverse areas in the country.  Hispanics are the largest group 
here, but there are sizeable numbers of Asians, blacks, and East Europeans as well.  Interestingly, the area is still represented by Cook 
County Commissioner John Daley, son and brother of the city‘s two longest-serving mayors. 
 
 I continued east on 35

th
 Street and soon reached U.S. Cellular Field, the ballpark I still think of as Comiskey.  Just beyond 

there is the 35
th

—Sox station on the red line.  Last summer the CTA did major renovations on the south side red line, and if this station 
is indication, they were worth the money.  Everything looks and feels brand new, and they‘ve added TV monitors that count down the 
time until the next train.  The renovation also makes the station feel more enclosed.  I‘m not sure what they did, but it feels more like a 
real train station and less like a platform in the middle of the freeway. 
 
 I rode back to Harrison and made my way back to the hotel.  After dumping my stuff I went to a 7-Eleven across the street to 
get some juice.  The woman in line in front of me bought a pack od cigarettes, and I was shocked to see what they cost.  The register 
showed $11.59—for a single pack.  What‘s more, they added 13.5% sales tax on top of that price.  I checked the display behind the 
register, and the cheapest cigarettes they had were $9.99 a pack.  I remember whole cartons selling for less than that when I was a kid.  
While seeing the prices came as a shock, I must say I don‘t really have much problem with sin taxes like that.  Chicago has always had 
a high rate of smoking, and the ridiculous prices do seem to have cut that a bit.  It‘s also a fairly painless way to line the government 
coffers. 
 
 I rested a bit and then set out for dinner.  My plan was to head to yet another place in the vicinity of 35

th
 & Archer, this time a 

place called Lindy‘s— Gertie‘s, a local chain that combines two previous businesses.  Lindy‘s Chili dates to the era of ―Lucky Lindy‖.  
They opened their original location (the place I was headed to) at Archer & Western in 1924.  Gertie‘s ice cream is even older, serving 
up hot fudge sundaes and the like since 1901.  The businesses combined in 1974, and they‘ve grown to nine loca tions around 
Chicagoland.  Chili and ice cream sounded good, so I figured I‘d check out what this place had to offer.  Unfortunately when I got there I 
found they were closed for Easter. 

 
McKinley Statue 

 
 Since my taste buds were set for chili, I headed for a place I knew would have it and 
would be open:  Wendy‘s.  I‘m aware of three Wendy‘s locations in or near Chicago, none of 
them anywhere near 35

th
 & Archer.  I figured the closest was probably the one on Cermak Road 

in Cicero.  (The other choices were at Ashland & Division, where I was this morning, and on 
Harlem Avenue in Oak Park.)  So I made my way over to the bus stop on Western Avenue.  
While I waited, I checked out nearby McKinley Park, which features an enormous statue of its 
namesake.  The park, which lent its name to the whole neighborhood near 35

th
 & archer, was 

apparently dedicated shortly after President McKinley‘s assassination.  The statue was hastily 
and cheaply created by melting down the bronze in a statue much-hated statue of Columbus 
elsewhere in the city.  You don‘t really think of recycling a statue, but that‘s more or less what 
they did.   
 
 One of the nice things about an old, established city like Chicago is all the public art 
that can be found pretty much everywhere.  A lot of places have major artwork on a college 
campus or at some focal point downtown, but in Chicago there are nice sculptures and other 
public art scattered all throughout the neighborhoods.  While I really am a small town boy, 
gawking at the sculpture and architecture is one of the things I really enjoy doing when I‘m in a 
big city.  That‘s what made all the pointless things I saw today so much fun. 
 
 I caught a northbound bus on Western Avenue and rode up to the pink line station at 
about 20

th
 Street.  I lucked out with an easy transfer to the train and rode out to the end of the 

line.  I don‘t think I‘d ever actually been to the 54
th

 & Cermak station since they renovated it with 
The creation of the pink line a few years back.  (The terminal used to be the end of the Douglas branch of the blue line.)  The station is 
both enormous and weird.  It‘s really more like two stations in one.  Trains leave 54

th
 & Cermak from the east end of the station, near 

Laramie Avenue.  Arriving trains, though, head clear to the west end of the station, about a quarter mile west of there.  There are three 
exits to the station, with the main one leading to a busway and park-and-ride in the middle.  I chose that one and then found myself in a 
no man‘s land with signs everywhere telling me not to walk in the busway.  I didn‘t have much choice at that point, so I walked in front of 
the station back to Laramie.  When I finally got there I was kitty-corner from Wendy‘s. 
 
 While it was once a lily white suburb where Martin Luther King wanted to state a march for integration, Cicero today is more 
than 90% Hispanic.  That‘s the highest percentage of any city in Illinois and one of the highest in the country.  The grand old churches 
now have ―misa en español‖ at most of their services, and restaurants that once specialized in German and Czech cuisine now serve 
tamales and empanadas. 



 It was no surprise that all the employees and all the other customers at the Cicero Wendy‘s were Hispanic.  It was also no 
surprise that the maroon-haired high school girl at the counter greeted me and took my order in perfect English and was every bit as 
―American‖ as the students I teach.   
 
 I had a large chili with cheese and a small frosty at Wendy‘s.  The total was less than five bucks, and it was a very tasty 
dinner.  While I‘ve read that Wendy‘s chili was developed as a way to use up leftovers, it‘s still one of my favorite fast foods. 
 
 My chili was served with seven packs of crackers and seven foil packets of hot sauce.  I love Wendy‘s hot sauce (which is 
basically vinegar and sugar), and I added all seven packets to my chili.  I‘ve never cared for crackers in soup, though, so I just put them 
in my jacket to snack on later.  I still have most of them left two weeks later as I write this.  I was fascinated by how generous they were 
with the crackers and hot sauce, since at some Wendy‘s it‘s like pulling teeth to get a single packet.  I wonder if this location may not 
get a number of people not far from homelessness for whom the condiments are a major part of their calorie intake. 
 
 I made my way back to the hotel and packed up my bags.  I spent most of the evening watching TV, but I got to bed relatively 
early. 
 

 
 
 I‘d set my alarm for 6:00 this morning, but I was up before it went off.  That‘s often true when I have a deadline, but it‘s better 
safe than sorry.  I checked out of the hotel right at 6:30 and made my way to the subway one last time.  I rode one stop west to Clinton 
(and since there was a delay on the blue line for some reason, I probably could have walked there almost as quickly), lugged my bags 
up the steps, and made my way back to Union Station.  I got there shortly before 7am, and the boarding lounge was utter chaos.  I 
spotted a seat right by the gate where my train would be boarding and made a bee line for it.  That was wise.  When they announced 
the Carl Sandberg would be departing, I was the very first passenger aboard. 
 
 The trip back to Princeton was uneventful, and we got in about five minutes late—which might as well be on time.  I added oil 
to my car.  That‘s something I do roughly every thousand miles these days, and the odometer was precisely on 210,000 when I parked.  
The car needed an actual oil change, but that wasn‘t something I was going to do on the road. 
 
 There were periodic downpours as I made my way across Illinois.  Fortunately traffic was light, and I moved along easily.  
When I crossed into Iowa, though, it was badly congested and really annoying.  It seemed as if there was a solid wall of trucks all the 
way from Davenport to Iowa City.  The speed limit is 70, and it would really work better if they‘d kept it 65 through that section.  The 
trucks can‘t do 70 on the hills in eastern Iowa, so everyone‘s forever trying to pass them.  My nerves were shot by the time I got to 
Coralville, but I did make it there okay. 
 
 I stopped in Coralville to visit my Aunt Alaire.  She had been quite ill earlier this spring, even spending some time at University 
Hospitals.  The prognosis then was not good, and I didn‘t really know what to expect when I visited.  While she‘s obviously not back to 
where she‘d like to be, she seems to have recovered pretty well.  She was in good spirits and seemed fairly healthy overall.   Hearing 
has often been an issue for her, and that seemed better than it often is.  Alaire uses a walker to get around most of the time now, but 
that‘s hardly unusual for someone her age.  I certainly hope she continues improving and doing well. 
 
 I stayed at Alaire‘s about an hour and had a nice visit with her and with my sister Margaret, who had spent Easter weekend 
with Alaire.  We both needed to get home, so we said our goodbyes and made our way to the parking lot.  Just as we were leaving, it 
began utterly pouring. 
 
 Margaret and I had lunch at the Panera in the Coralville mall.  That was wise, because killing a bit of time there allowed the 
storm to pass.  We got thoroughly soaked going into the mall, but by the time we‘d finished our lunch the rain had let up.  It was horribly 
windy driving, but otherwise I had an uneventful drive home. 
 
 That wrapped up the third final installment in what was originally planned to be a single trip.  In the past year I‘ve explored a 
number of places big and small throughout Missouri, Iowa, and Illinois.  It was fascinating to see the Great Midwest, and I‘m  glad that I 
got a chance to finish what I started. 


